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Introduction
GUWA-Li is my GAMILARAAY language word that
means “to teach.” There are of course many different
ways to teach, but all teaching should have as its focus
the transference of knowledge with a view to giving
life. An ancient Aboriginal perspective is that there
was/is One Great Teacher. The Bible gives this same
perspective. His teaching, His knowledge is essential
for true life. This is the position of this booklet and
its author. It is also the position of the people and
programs that this booklet partners with.
The Teacher did not bring a cultural messageThe Good News is a universal offer of an eternal
relationship with the Creator. Jesus, however, was
a cultural man. By this I mean to say that Jesus was
clearly born as a Jewish man, into a Jewish family, who
lived out Jewish culture as they understood it. Culture
is a very complex, comprehensive and sometimes
controversial force. Every person has a culture, and
the challenge for the Good News of God is to be able
to be offered and applied to people in and for their
cultural framework. This is a strong desire of this
internship - to have people understand and apply the
Good News to their own lives, and then to share it with
others.

there was a mix of unity and diversity. This is still a key
to life, particularly as it applies to the Family of God.
We are united as sons and daughters of the Living
God, but we acknowledge that we come from and live
in diverse cultures.
This discipleship program seeks to take ancient
Aboriginal principles and frameworks that align
with God’s Kingdom and use these as the basis for
teaching about the Creator and His Way. These will
be applied by different people in changing times for
their day but in doing this I hope it will meet what
The Teacher stated when He said, … “every student of
Scripture instructed in the kingdom of heaven is like
a landowner who brings out of his storeroom what is
new and what is old.” - Matthew 13:52 (HCSB)
baiame yalwungu baiame

Billy Williams
Elder (Reciprocity)
CAMPFIRE Discipleship

Today, Australia is known as a multi-cultural country,
and in fact it always has been! There were hundreds
of different tribes that existed. These tribes included
different language groups, clan groups, totem groups…
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camp life at qccc mapleton

summary
OVERVIEW
CAMPFIRE Discipleship is an internship including a two-year spiritual formation program giving a
practical and foundational understanding of the Christian faith and equipping you for long term ministry
in all aspects of the growing Outdoor Education industry. This program is a combination of Christian
discipleship, Aboriginal story, training in the workplace and participating in the life of one of Queensland’s
best camping venues.
In the first year the focus is on discipleship from several spiritual mentors and a significant component
of Certificate III level training in Outdoor Education or hospitality. At the end of the first year an
individual program for the second year will be tailored to the individual needs and passion of each intern,
incorporating continued mentoring and discipleship, mission trips and work in Outdoor Education
completing the Certificate III in Outdoor Recreation and other Certificate III Outdoor Recreation units.

The QCCC Mapleton property sprawls over 55 acres and accommodates 30,000 guests annually, making
it Queensland’s busiest Outdoor Education Centre. The property has accommodation for 300 guests and
school bookings can tent-camp on other areas of the property. QCCC Mapleton is a resort-style facility
with more than 20 Outdoor Education Activity options, four swimming pools, a canoe lake and sports
facilities including tennis court and beach volleyball. It’s also the base for the QCCC Expeditions program.
Situated at 70 Obi Obi Road the centre is less than a kilometre from the main street, cafes and shops
of Mapleton Village. The gorgeous beaches of the Sunshine Coast are 30 minutes’ drive away and the
spectacular rainforests that take in the Sunshine Coast Hinterland Great Walk are within easy walking
access of the property. With a recently purchased 20 acre working farm on the southern border of the
existing property, there is now opportunity for farming experience, paddock-to-plate cuisine and space to
grow Outdoor Education and Accommodation Facilities.
Interns are accommodated onsite in gender-specific formats. Each intern will have their own room and
will have access to meals onsite or can order supplies for their own catering from the camp kitchen. A
CAMPFIRE disciple will do more than just live onsite. They will be joining a group of people committed
to create life-changing opportunities through excellence in hospitality, service, instruction and outdoor
education. Discipleship of interns is a priority of each staff person, giving of their time, passion and talents
to help each intern achieve their own true potential.
QCCC Mapleton has a staff of over 70, including both full and part time staff. The camp policy is to treat
all staff members and campers in accordance with QCCC’s visual vision statement which is also the
foundational tool of many of QCCC’s programs and de-briefs.

introduction
The Bible calls us to be life-long disciples as well as disciple-makers. We are also reluctant to put an “end
point” on the discipleship component of the internship. We are all life-long disciples and our hope and intent
is you will form life-long friendships with peers and mentors to encourage and inspire you in your faith. Our
invitation is for you to join in the shared life of a mature and committed group of Christians, learn from them,
observe both their strengths and weaknesses and be blessed by their mentoring.
CAMPFIRE Discipleship does not offer curriculum-based theological study, though this can be arranged if
it will enhance your discipleship experience. The emphasis is on learning through observation, relationship
and personal effort - components which will also be vital tools in your kitbag as an Outdoor Educator. As the
spiritual formation journey for everyone takes its own pace, this approach allows you to explore your story
and calling without the pressure of curriculum obligations.
Our metaphor for discipleship is “guide”. You will spend two years with multiple guides committed to training
you as a guide so you may go on to become a guide for others.
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adventure

academics

There are many things that contribute to the adventure of QCCC Mapleton; living with other believers,
participating in outdoor adventure, and ministering to thousands of guests each year. The program is
designed to help build relationships and community, stretch personal boundaries and limits and personal
and leadership skills. The type of work, ministry and the lifestyle afforded onsite at Mapleton is also a lot of
fun.

Training is offered in modular format, which means the courses are completed in one or two week
blocks rather than over a semester. Before a module begins, interns are given a syllabus that outlines the
assignment to be completed before, during and after the class. Classes are taught on site by a range of
QCCC teachers as well as guest speakers.

Outdoor Recreation
Students selecting an Outdoor Recreation focus will receive practical experience, training and
qualifications in the following outdoor areas:

Bushwalking

Archery

CPR & First Aid

Initiatives and Team Building

In your second year of study interns who have excelled in the first year will also be able to pursue some of
the following electives:

Biking

Wilderness
First Aid

MINISTRY INVOLVEMENT
An essential part of the intern program is ministry involvement. QCCC is a ministry attempting to fulfill
the triple mandate of Christian witness:
Creation Mandate (Genesis 1:26-28) through Outdoor Education and General Revelation;

Low & High
Ropes

Flatwater Canoeing

Part of the reason we’re so passionate about outdoor education is because it is a wonderful alternative
learning approach for people who struggle with academics. Our trainers are flexible to assess competency
through demonstration for students who might struggle with more academic disciplines.

Flatwater
Kayaking

Artificial Abseiling
& Climbing

Hospitality
QCCC Mapleton also can offer an internship training option in Hospitality. Hospitality interns will
participate in many of the key moments and events of the internship whilst achieving their chef
qualifications. This takes the form of a chef ’s apprenticeship, mostly comprising on-the-job training in a
busy kitchen which prepares 160,000 meals annually, complemented by time at Sunshine Coast TAFE.
For QCCC hospitality and Outdoor Education are not fringe pursuits, they’re the core of what we do. So
much of Jesus’ ministry took place either in the outdoors, or at the meal table, and sometimes combining
both that it seems like Jesus was trying to teach us social space equals spiritual space. In other words when
people feel acceptance, they move towards God much more easily.

Great Commandment Mandate (Matthew 22:37-40) through excellence in hospitality and service leading
to quality relationships; and
The Great Commission (Matthew 28:18-20) by having a reasoned understanding of your faith and the
ability to present with dignity and respect.

CREATION MANDATE
(CREATOR)
Focus of Outdoor Education (Cert
internship III Outdoor Recreation)
Transcendentals
Beauty
of being
Training Focus Place/Country

Actions Presence

Year One - Trips Overnight reflective walk
Further Cert III or Cert
Year 2 IV in Outdoor Education
Extensions
Modules
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COMMANDMENT
MANDATE
(COMMUNITY)

COMMISSION MANDATE
(COUNTRY/LAW)

Reciprocity (Aboriginal
themed discipleship)

Active mentoring and
discipleship by experienced
Christian leaders

Goodness

Truth

People

Process

Hospitality & Service

Teaching/Discipleship

4-5 day mission trip to
Indigenous Community

Holiday Camp Leadership

International Mission Trip

Responsibility to run a School
Holiday Camp program
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Heuertz writes “when our relationship with God is so compelling to us that we invite others to experience
the same kind of life-giving relationship, we are in mission.” Christopher L. Heuertz
Discipleship in the CAMPFIRE Internship happens within the context of relationship, training you to also
build healthy and encouraging relationships which can be used to grow and positively influence others.
Interns are invited into the existing ministry and community of QCCC Mapleton and will be encouraged to
be constructive contributors. Interns will have the opportunity to exercise ministry in a broad spectrum of
settings:

work
QCCC affirms the value of work as a spiritual discipline. The Bible commences with the work of God and
proceeds with His invitation to humanity to join in His work and purposes. Meaningful work affirms the
dignity given to each of us, made in the Image of God and Romans 12:11 urges us to ensure that slackness
does not spoil our work, rather keeping the fires of the spirit burning as we do our work for the Lord. Work
is integral to the Discipleship program:
1. It is a classroom for on-the-job training in the many disciplines of campsite ministry;

1. Foundational hospitality and service (Romans 12:13 & Hebrews 13:1-2);

2. It is an endeavour critical to our spiritual formation;

2. Provision of programs and services to guest groups – schools and weekend groups;
3. Partnering with local ministry workers (eg chaplains)

3. It is the activity to which we ultimately give the most of our time in life, offering our gifts and talents as
a gift to the world;

4. Participation as leaders and directors in school holiday camps and events;

4. It is an opportunity to build relationships through excellence in hospitality, service and instruction;

5. Involvement in the life and programs of local churches and the local community;

5. It teaches us to participate meaningfully in the global economy (a word derived from the Greek New
Testament word for God’s stewardship – oikonomia) to generate the income by which we maintain and
bless ourselves, our families and the wider community.

6. Appreciative Enquiry trips to Aboriginal Community
7. A service trip to an overseas country

student life
The internship is run like an apprenticeship, based
around a 38-hour work week with at least 20% of that
time given to on-the-job training. There is a daily
timetable but no typical schedule for a CAMPFIRE
disciple. Some weeks you are training, others taken up
with running activities, on mission trips and working
on assignments. You will meet with CAMPFIRE Leaders
regularly where tasks and the expectations for the
discipleship program will be communicated. As the
plan of the year takes shape it will be committed to a
shared calendar accessible by students to provide a
rough plan of the months ahead.

Work will be available from the start. Disciples will be expected to meet the employment standards and
protocols demanded of all QCCC employees. Disciples should expect to work in all departments of QCCC
Mapleton, wherever they are physically capable, to obtain a holistic understanding of the operations of
a camping ministry. This will include, but not be limited to hospitality, cleaning, maintenance, grounds,
administration and outdoor education.
Staff work hours are flexible but based around a 38-hour work week. Most work takes place in operating
hours, Monday to Friday. Occasionally shifts occur on weekends but where this occurs every effort is made
to assign two consecutive days off on the roster.
Interns will draw a weekly wage informed by the trainee provisions under the Miscellaneous Award 2010
(Schedule E: National Training Wage). Students may also qualify for the Youth Allowance (geographic
and parental assets tests apply). A post-tax deduction will be required from wages earned for tuition,
accommodation and food but students will still have a generous residual income to apply to their own
expenses and financial obligations. An updated summary sheet of wages and deductions is available as an
addendum to this prospectus.

The first three months of the Internship serves as a
probationary period for both Interns and Leaders
with the training emphasis upon intensive personal
spiritual formation through discipleship and immediate
training in several modules of the Outdoor Recreation
Certificate. Most work during this time will be in the
foundational ministry disciplines of hospitality and
service. During this time disciples and leaders will share
stories of their spiritual journey with each other to build
trust and relationship.
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LOCAL CHURCH
QCCC Mapleton’s staff attend a wide range of churches from several denominations and this diversity is
seen as a strength of the spiritual life of the organisation. Disciples are encouraged to source a congregation
where their gifts and talents will make the greatest contribution to the life of the church. There are Baptist
churches in Yandina and Maleny, several large Baptist congregations on the Sunshine Coast and a full range
of the various congregations in Nambour and surrounds (10 minutes away). Some of the spiritual mentors
are mentors in the Aboriginal Dhiyaan Church which meets in Brisbane’s north on Saturday nights, as well as
monthly retreats in Dalby which interns are welcome to join.

more info

MINISTRY TRIPS
The Internship includes several mission trips where, as a team, the interns can have a shared adventure of
learning from and service to various people groups of God’s Creation.

leadership Team

looking for MORE
INFORMATION?

These include:

Director of Queensland Conference and
Camping Centres

1. An overnight spiritual formation bushwalk;

Andrew & Anne Grant

For more information on the internship and for
application forms contact:

Reciprocity & Transcendence

Chris Erb

Billy Williams (Leader of the Dhiiyaan Ministry)

chris.erb@mapleton.qccc.org.au

2. A 4-5-day mission trip to Aboriginal communities;
3. Participation on School Holiday Ministry Camps;
4. At the conclusion of the Internship an overseas service trip to other camping ministries.
Interns will also be expected to participate as a leader in at least one school holiday outreach camp in their
first year, and second year interns will take responsibility to design, plan and lead a school holiday outreach
camp.

Outdoor Education, Training and Logistics
Chris & Jeshanah Erb

(07) 5456 3600
www.qccc.org.au/campfire

House Leader and mentor

Mapleton mailing address:

Julie Talbot

PO BOX 93

Mentors
Selected QCCC staff

MAPLETON QLD 4560
camp

Guest lecturers and mentors
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